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2. INTRODUCTION
As mentioned in part 1 of this report, the main difficulty encountered in the processing of the data was the signal-to-noise ratio
which is very poor in some places where no conductor is present.
Careful identification between noise, earth response, and also coil
(or system) response (CR) has been necessary. Above the most
very resistive places (e.g. frozen permafrost, or very thick part of
glaciers) the only coherent signal observable was the CR. For such
AEM soundings the data were simply removed before inversion.
In some places, it can also happen that first gates are more noisy
than intermediate ones as conductor (here mainly salt water) is
deeply buried below a thick resistor, which implies a time delay in
the EM response.
The main target observable across the different areas of the survey
(see details in Chapter 4 about data collection) is saltwater, below
glacier or as saltwater intrusion on the edge of the volcano at Ross
Island, or even as hyper-saline water (more conductive than sea
water) within and below the lakes of the dry valleys. In places
where there is no presence of nearby conductors, it is almost possible to distinguish between the ice (clearly above 10.000 Ωm) and
the frozen permafrost (>1.000 Ωm). Where the permafrost starts to
unfreeze a resistivity gradient toward lower resistivity values can
be observed. A conductivity water log in one of the lake (Lake
Bonney) has shown a resistivity gradient (toward very low resistivity values with the sedimentation of the salt in the bottom) very
similar to the one estimated with SkyTEM data. The bottom of the
hyper-saline lakes is though impossible to distinguish from the
sediments highly saturated with saltwater in AEM data, because
of the similar high conductive values.
In this report no results are presented. The results and interpretations can be viewed in Mikucki et al, 2015. This report presents the
results and documents the processing and the inversion of the data. Chapter 3 gives a quick overview of the different steps in the
project. Chapters 4 - 6 describe the data collection, processing and
inversion. Chapter 7 introduces the geophysical maps and crosssections which has been used for MMikucki et al. 2014. Chapter 8
concludes the report. Appendix I contains Quality Control (QC)
maps, and Appendix II: describes the Aarhus Workbench workspaces that hold the inversion results of both areas. Upon request,
the Aarhus Workbench workspaces can be delivered.
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APPENDIX II: DIGITAL DELIVERIES
In the next pages you will find information about the organization
of the survey workspace and some explanations about how to use
it. To have access to those data, please send a request to:
esben.auken@geo.au.dk
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The data base files which contain the SkyTEM processed
data with results from Laterally Constrained Inversion (LCI)

A LCI node result for one the flight. IMPORTANT: these
inversion results are used for data processing and checking. The final results you have to use is from Spatially
Constrained Inversion (SCI)
Main Sky node which contains most of
the flights of the survey

Sky node for Ross Island/Gletcher
area
Sky node for Lake Vida (we had to reimport
these data because of a problem of sign)

You can click on
these boxes to see
where it is located on the map

The SCI results you are going to use for
interpretation.
The “smooth” inversions or the node
names with “29L” in it are inversions
with 29 layers whose thicknesses are
fixed during the inversion (the thicknesses increase progressively with
depth) and where resistivities of the
thin layers are vertically constrained so
that there is no big unrealistic “jump”.
The reason why this multi-layered
inversion is also called smooth inversion.

Quality Control (QC) nodes, e.g. like
data residual, cf. QC maps in Appendix
I of the survey report.

Data Base Query
(DBQ) nodes
These ones already contain
gridded maps
from the SCI
results (kriging).
But I show you in
the next page
how you can
export the SCI
results directly as
XYZ ascii files
you can use later
for analysis in
Matlab for ex.
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An attempt has been made to invert the data acquired on land around Vida Lake (whose sign
is opposite compared to data acquired above the lake), but the ground is too resistive to give
really reliable TEM signal; only less than 4-5 gates remain in the high moment (HM) curve.

